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Bags of gorgeous FOGO 
compost coming to your 
door soon!
That’s right, we will be receiving our first bags of FOGO 
compost shortly and to say a big thanks for your great 
work, we’ll be delivering a bag to each household. Keep 
an eye out for the delivery by FOGO Bro’s Fred and Neil. 

The Bowerbird turns one
The Bowerbird is an important part of the waste
and landfill reduction movement and has just celebrated 
its first birthday. Based in Landfill Lane, its friendly team 
Nat, Corryne and Raye are ready to take any items that 
can be recycled and reused. Bowerbird’s first year has 
saved over 50,000 items from landfill and welcomed over 
16,770 customers… WOW! great job team Bowerbird!

Welcome to the first edition of What’s 
the FOGO and congratulations on being a part of 
what’s becoming a successful CGG FOGO trial in 2022! 
We’re keen to generate a monthly newsletter for all 
our participants for a couple of good reasons. To give 
feedback on the trial progress and to include other 
interesting and informative articles about the recycling 
space and the waste reduction movement in general. 
Australia wide, FOGO is a very hot topic, where all states 
are gearing up and developing their FOGO supply to 
reduce landfill by a minimum of 65%. As you’ll agree, 
this is a serious number and along with the massive 
reduction in methane gas it’s not just a noble, but also 
an important step in helping our environment. We 
hope you enjoy receiving What’s the FOGO and keep on 
FOGOing! 

To stay up to date and read this newsletter 
online, join your Facebook group 
at https://qrco.de/cggfogotrial 
To speak with a FOGO Officer 
call 9956 6600 or email 
council@cgg.wa.gov.au

Participant profile
Melissa from Sunset Beach says, “It’s 
absolutely fantastic to not be wasting 
my food scraps and now can’t wait to 
see the final product for my garden.”

No birthday celebration is complete without our Mayor Shane Van Styn,  
a cake (top) and a couple of the more unusual items saved from landfill 
(bottom).

FOGO facts
Since the programme revitalisation in May 2022 we 
have reduced contamination from 45% to 5% and bin 
presentation is now well above 55% (Target of 75%)!


